Journal Leadership and Editorial Board

Leadership

Co-Editors of Special Issue on the Political Economy of Amateur Sport
Joshua I. Newman, Florida State University and
Kyle S. Bunds, North Carolina State University

Co-Editor and Founder: Jordan R. Bass, University of Kansas
Co-Editor: Brian S. Gordon, University of Kansas
Associate Editor: Kyle S. Bunds, North Carolina State University
Associate Editor: Mark Vermillion, Wichita State University
Contributing Executive Council: Earle Zeigler
Production Director: Claire C. Schaepkoetter, University of Kansas

Editorial Board

Kwame Agyemang  Louisiana State University
Emeka Anaza  James Madison University
Chris Barnhill  Louisiana State University
Jonathan Casper  North Carolina State University
Cassandra Coble  Indiana University
Simon Darnell  University of Toronto
Travis Dorsch  Utah State University
Brendan Dwyer  Virginia Commonwealth University
Travis Feezell  University of the Ozarks
Rick Grieve  Western Kentucky University
Marion Hambrick  University of Louisville